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Ballard said he reported the maller to McNeill and the matter was handed
over to Det. Sgt Charlton, a member of the Consorting Squad, not upon the police
inquiry. There is some difference in the evidence as to the order of events and the
part played by McNeill, but the probability is the matter was referred to McNeill, and,
on his direction, was passed to Charlton. The following morning at 8 a.m. Charlton
and other police went to the premises, saw the tenant Bonnette, arrested him on a
charge of receiving a television set and inquired whether the criminals, whom Chariton
named, were meeting there. He was indignantly told they were not. No surveillance
of the premises was undertaken and, of course, would have been futile after Charlton's
visit. According to Charlton, he was not given the name of Sloss and did not mention
it to Bonnette.
I should say at
not constitute evidence
Sloss, were meeting, a
was called and denied
was that it threw light
relevant police, for the

•''

once that the informer material 1 whatever its reliability, does
in any legal sense that any of the persons, and in particular
matter stated as soon as this evidence became public. Sloss
being present. The relevance of the material put before me
upon the quality of the police inquiry and the motives of the
purposes of Term 2B.

Ballard and McNeill claimed that the material received by Ballard from the
Commonwealth Police and Ballard's informer was not relevant to their inquiry or,
at least, that they so believed at the time, and that they acted regularly and properly
in passing it on for decision and action by Charlton. The persons, said to be present,
'\ \ corresponded to a substantial degree with those who met together in association with
\\ Testa. Whatever the ultimate view of Testa, the .information, then in the possession
of the N.S.W. Police, was that he was connected with U.S. syndicated crime in Chicago,
l that he was a link between organized U.S. crime and New South Wales, that he had
! visited New SOu-ihWales 3.nd had associated here with some of the worst criminals
{ of this State. The N.S.W. Police had possession of a photograph taken at the-reStauraiit,
showing together Testa and a group of persons.· The following persons were common
to the photograph and the alleged Double Bay meetings, namely McPherson, Freeman,
Petrocevic (known as Iron Bar Miller) and Delaney. There was also at that time
\ an allegation that Testa, a Chicago resident, provided a_ link with Bally America, a
Chicago Corporation.
:,
The_ decision to discard this material from the pollee inquiry without further
\ inquiry is almost beyond belief. Here was a group \¥Fitch mcluded some of the worst
TOCii cnmTriars-.-wnose place a.llif1iours of apparently regular and continuing meetings
were known, as were some procedures and the description of the "cockatoo", McPherson
was said to be there, and McPherson was a man who in the current police reports
was said to be a known associate of persons being investigated· for crime in relation
to the clubs. He was reported to be being used for intimidation in relation to clubs.
He was known to have had a number of associations with Testa. Testa was the subject
of intelligence reports linking him with organized crime in Chicago. Others who had
met Testa here were supposed to be at the Double Bay meetings. It would be some
coincidence if Testa gravitated to these criminals by accident for social purposes. It
would be some coincidence if the criminals, whom Ballard believed really were meeting.
were holding regular meetings~ guarded by a cockatoo, and all for no criminal purpose.
The police inquiry was having some difficulty finding people who could confirm what
was happening. Here, at least, was a chance, by surveillance procedures, to check
one of the suspected avenues for infiltration of organized crime. This chance could
not by any plan have been more effectively terminated than it was by a police officer,
with no connection with the special inquiry, going to the door at 8 o'clock in the
morning, when the people were not there and giving the names provided by the
informers. What happened appears to have been in reckless disregard of the possible
safety of the informer or informers. The Commonwealth informer was not known.
·, Assuming the meetings were taking place (as Ballard accepts but McNeill seeks to
\l reject), the N.S.W. Police had no means of knowing whether diselosure of the names
of the persons meeting might enable the Commonwealth informer to be identified.
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The information and action should have been recorded in an appropriate diary
and entered in the running sheets and some carefully planned surveillance undertaken
by the squad specially equipped for this purpose. That should have been the position,
even if the name of a member of Parhament had not been mentioned by either informer
(i.e. assuming the informers were not the one person-on Ballard's version there must
have been two informers). The inclusion of Sloss' name, by either informer or both,
called for the matter to be dealt with from the point of view of the inquiry and
from the public point of view. It was vital that the presence of a member of Parliament, if possible, be positively proved or positively disproved. Even on Ballard's
version, the same approach was called for. As Ballard conceded, his informer was
an observer; there were a number of meetings; the informer only reported that he
had not seen Sloss; he did not purport to positively assert Sloss was not there; he did
not assert that the other informer was wrong.
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In the conflict of evidence between Ballard and the Commonwealth Police

\

officers "B" and "C" I prefer that of the latter. They impressed me as honest witnesses.

They had not the slightest reason or motive to falsify the contemporary note passed
to their Commissioner. It is acknowledged that at the time Sloss was identified as a
member of Parliament. If Ballard, as he claims, had told them Sloss was not pres~nt
then, short of falsification, the record could not be as it is. In my view there was no
intimation that Sloss was not there. A possible view is that Ballard's informer, being
an observer, and there being a series of meetings, he may well not have either
confirmed or rebutted the presence of Sloss, and so Ballard accepted the fact of the
meetings taking place and made no denial concerning the presence of Sloss. This is a
view possibly open upon the evidence of "B" and "C", but the view most favourable
to Ballard, which is open.
On this view it would not be open to say definitely Sloss was not there. I do
not think Ballard ever so believed and did not so inform McNeill. I think the troth
of the matter was that it was known Sloss was said to be there and the others were
there, but for reasons I will later indicate the information was discarded. In the face

c

of the contemporary note and the above conclusions, there would have been no reason

not to pass on Sloss' name with the other names to Charlton, unless for some reason
it was suppressed.
It is clear that the reference to Sloss, on either version, called for the most
detailed recording of the matter, for planned surveillance, for reporting it to the head
of the C.I.B. and thence on to the Commissioner of Police. In substance Lendrum
confirms this approach. The only entry on that day by the State Police is Ballard's entry
in his diary as follows: "8.30 a.m. Office re special inquiry and running sheet to I p.m.
Meal to 2 p.m. Office re same inquiry to 5.30 p.m." According to the Commonwealth
record, the information from the two informers was received by Ballard at 3 p.m.
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McNeill dealt with the matter. He does not suggest he made any record,
although he knew that a member of Parliament was mentioned as present. In any
event, his diary is not now produced. Failure to make any record at all of this matter,
except the arrest of Bonnette, is a serious breach of police instruction 43 and what
ought to have been done, even if there had been no such express instruction. How does
McNeill explain these events and the decisions made or lack of them? Substantially
he says he did not believe Sloss would meet with criminals and that he would n<>t
believe these particular criminals would meet together, because they fell into different
classes, which would not combine. While no doubt in the work of the Consorting
Squad, thCri.tiSffiuch unreliable mformer material, and judgments are properly formed
at times on ·the reliability of what the police are told by police views as to unlikely
associations of different classes of criminals, there is absolutely no validity in McNeill's
assertion in this instance. Ballard accepted that these-'"men went to the premises. He
spoke to an eye observer, whom he accepted. His only doubt was whether this group
would meet for the purpose of organizing crime, because several did not fit into the
picture. However, the central figures were the central figures in the Testa proven
associations and that at least the leaders were known to be associates. Moreover, there
were a number of meetings. There was one way to find out, namely, to observe.
McNeill says he understood there had been only one meeting and that Ballard told
him Sloss was definitely not there. This is against the evidence and probabilities. I do
not accept it. It is typical of the pattern appearing constantly in McNeill's evidence,
where apparently minor, but really significant, variations, quite against what really
occurred, are given in McNeill's evidence in aid of providing an excuse for some
event. The absence of any record regrettably allows this room for variation and
regrettably deprives me of the certainty, which I should have from a proper contemporary note.
There is another unsatisfactory aspect of this unfortunate incident. Charlton
was called as a witness. A matter of concern, which arose in my inquiry was whether
Sloss had been excluded by the N.S.W. informer. There was no ground for McNeill
to alert Charlton to the matter at issue or to talk about the incident when Charlton
was called to give evidence. However, before he gave evidence and on the eve of
his so doing, McNeill admitted he spoke to Charlton, when he knew Charlton was
about to be called as a witness and conceded he discussed the matter of Sloss. He
said be did this to ask Charlton's recollection as to whether the name of Sloss was
mentioned to him. The proposal had been to call Charlton and ask for his unassisted
recollection. McNeill sought to justify this inquiry because he thought he, McNeill,
might he asked the date Charlton arrested Bonnette. These facts speak for themselves.
He is. an inspector of police, who should not have done this on a then highly
contentious point.

What then is the inference to be drawn from this sorry episode? Does it show
there was some corrupt attempt not to uncover, what was happening concerning
,grganized crime? Again a conclusion cannot be come to, except upon an overall view
,, of all the material relative to Term 2B. It does, however, appear to be quite unconnected, on any view, with Bally, and to stand on its own. In this circumstance, but
having the whole inquiry in mind, I say at this stage of my report that the explanation
c
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I think lies in McNeill's unjustified contempt at that time for material originating from
' \ the Commonwealth Police, coupled with his conceit that he was able to judge matters
\ without investigating them, in this instance because he, McNeill, believed Sloss would
not be there and because, without bothering to inquire as to the detail of the informer
' material or the reliability of the informer, he did not believe the information. I think it
is likely it was his decision rather than that of Ballard which discarded the matter by
sending it to Charlton.

t

Recapitulrition of Prima Facie Inferences of an Attempted Cover-up. Inferences of
attempted Cover-up regarding Bally Summarized
196. Before coming to the arguments and considerations against a positive
finding against McNeill and Knight under Term 2B, I shall recapitulate, in order to
put together, in a general way, matters already dealt with. First, and importantly,
there is no direct evidence of any agreement or determination to suppress matter
discoveted or to suppress inquiry concerning Bally, or concerning Dean, Riley and
Abtru-t~m~ __9r.

others. There is suspicion concerning the Rooklyn meetings, but this

does nOi: provide the evidence. Of course, on any view it would be unlikely that
direct evidence WOuld be available. The case must therefore be considered on inferences.
The inference being a serious one, it should not be drawn if there is a reasonable
alternative explanation. Counsel for the police asserts there is. Jt will have to be
examined later. Second, and importantly, in fact there was, in the result, a cover-up
of the true position in relation to organized crime, by reason of the terms of the final
report and failing to make inquiry where obviously inquiry should have been made,
in some instances where it was known there was important available material, e.g.,
English transcript. The cover-up was principally of the Dean-Riley activities. classified
as organized crime, and the affiliations of Bally with organize"d crime offering a risk
of infiltration of organized crime within areas associated with the expansion of Bally
operations in New South Wales. The report had the vice not only of covering-up
what ought to then to have been revealed, but of covering-up the need for continuing
vigilance and inquiry upon the subject matter of organized crime in relation to clubs,
particularly in relation to Dean and Riley and criminals known to be associated with
them, and in relation to the operatiom of Bally. McNeill and Knight were responsible
for these shortcomings in various degrees.
It may seem that, having regard to the conclusion in the last paragraph, it is
idle to inquire whether the police attempted to cover~up, when there was in fact a
coverMup of some description. However, Term 2 (and with it Term 2B) raises, as
earlier indicated, the question of whether there was deliberate or corrupt conduct. I
will not summarize the matters. There is a list of prima facie matters in P. 123, many
of which are referred to in tbe bndy of tbe report. However, by way of illustration.
I make some reference to how Bally was dealt with. McNeill made some positive
findings in his first report in respect of the New South Wales activities in relation to
Bally, including an attempt illegally to get a share of poker machine profits in tbe
vulnerable Motor Club and in offering secret commissions to expand their New South
Wales operations. His attempt to explain these away as irrelevant or non-existent is not
convincing. He is found generally to be an unreliable and untruthful witness (see
P. 212). He produces no diary and no notes. He claims he has lost his diaries.
Further, in his early reports, Bally's criminal affiliations are treated as established, but
in··- the last report are suppressed and by implication, the original information is
discarded as worthless. All sources of material, which would contradict the message
of the last report and what Knight and McNeill were thereafter saying in clubs, tbat
Bally was "clean", are pushed to one side, namely, the available English transcript
with its known detriment to Bally, the Commonwealth information and the taped
conversation, it being known that there was intelligence confirmation from America
and from the English transcript of BaBy's criminal associations. In so far as Bally is
criminally orientated and desirous of maintaining a "whitened" image, it is not unlikely
that corrupt methods would be used tn correct earlier adverse publicity. Then McNeill,
Knight and Rooklyn are found in some negotiations in respect of which each, in my
finding, has given false evidence, so the truth of what occurred has been suppressed.
It will be seen that a strong inference is open that there were earlier discoveries and
that these and the former findings were deliberately reversed for no bona fide reason,
and matter, known or suspected to be adverse to Bally, was deliberately not sought.
If deliberate these acts could only have been for some improper purpose. The broader
picture appears in more detail in the body of the report. A similar type analysis
is open concerning Knight in respect of South Sydney Juniors, Dean and Riley. Earlier
reference has been made to it.

The case concerning McNeill and matters to be considered
197. It is convenient to deal with the position of McNeill separately, because
is central to the p..1lice inquiry and plays an individual part. Three important
considerations . arise. First, there is no direct evidence of any corrupt or deliberate
attempt by McNeill, to effect a cover-up of the kind referred to in Term 2B. Second,
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1 (. as indicated, as inference .has to be resorted to and because of the serious nature p{ 3:0
adverse finding under Term 2B against a senior police officer with a record of service
and integrity, I would need to match my approach in seriousness with the finding. A
difficulty, however, is that in view of events and the terms of documents disclosed to
my inquiry, the explanation of them. alternative to an adverse finding under Term 2B,
of necessity involves serious criticism of McNeill's handling of the inquiry and his
\ \ giving evidence before me to the extent of untruthfulness. I am conscious that the same
standards of satisfaction should also be looked for in these conclusions. The difficulty
j~ is, however, there is really no explanation of events reasonably open which is innocuous
1 to McNeill. As inference has to be relied upon I must examine the evidence for other
~ explanations of the events which occurred. To date I have reserved the detailing of
alternative explanations or evidence concerning them.

j

1

Other material indicating McNeill's attitudes

198. There is contemporary material indicating that~ in the early .stage of the
police inquiry, McNeill was greatly concerned with the inquiry. The terms of the
first two reports, whether accurate, or overstated, demonstrate a co~cern of the author
that a serious problem confronted the police and registered clubs. This attitude
persisted at le st until th second re rt dated 16th Au ust, 1972. His prior discussions
with Len rum and h1s request for ad Ition men s ow- that he had bona fide concern
for the important inquiry which confronted him. Whatever delay occurred in investigation of allegations prior to 28th June, 1972, the records concerning his briefing for the
raids show a genuine and purposeful concern and plan to track down what be regarded
as a very grave matter. The approach to the Tomlinson interview, to let Tomlinson~do
the talking, is not open to criticism and reveals a responsible approach to a matter
requiring skilL
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McNeill's request to send men overseas-1st August, 1972

199. McNeill, by letter dated 1st August, 1972, made application to his
superiors to send two police officers overseas to investigate matters conc.erning Bally
and overseas relations of the Arcadia group. By letter of 3rd August, 1972, the
request was rejected. It indicated it did not appear then appropriate to do so for a
variety of reasons. In the present context, however, McNeill's letter is important as ·it
reveals his then attitude. He referred to the information he had concerning Bally
"which we believe to be true" and he referred to the first report in its reference to Bally.
It is important to note that, at that early stage, he said he had no "legal proof" of
these matters and his information was "purely hearsay". This does not justify writing
the final report in the way he did or his utter neglect concerning the English transcript,
which he must have known would have admission evidence by the head of Bally.
However, it does point to his attitudes to intelligence information not being some later
invention in order to favour Batty. The other matters which this letter shows are
pointers of the contemptuous attitudes to the Commonwealth Police, which were later
manifested. He referred to the difficulty of getting anything from Dixon and obviously
was trying to avoid a suggestion for his men to go with the Commonwealth Police who
would "outrank" his men, but were "considerably" less "experienced". He was, it
seems, trying to have his men go alone, but with a temporarily elevated rank. It is dear )
that on 1st August, 1972, McNeill was genuinely concerned to uncover what could be (
found concerning Bally and Arcadia, buf1fiat he did not want to rely on the Commonwealth and has little respect for any help they might give.
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McNeill's attitudes as shown by Commonwealth Letter, 9th October, 1972

200. Of significance is the letter of Sergeant "B" dated 9th October, 1972, to
his Commissioner (Exhibit Y). It is of course very close to the final report, but it
does indicate the attitude of McNeill and Ballard some weeks before the final report.
It was written as a report as a result of a letter dated 21st August, 1972 (Exhibit GJ)
from such Commissioner. The Commissioner's letter contained the following passage
"Any ·change in the attitude and direction of N.S.W. Police on any aspect of this
inquiry should be traced, where possible to its source." This probably arose from the
copy running sheet passed to the Commissioner of the conversation on 17th August,
1972, concerning the Saffron·Rooklyn report, and that the N.S.W. Commissioner's
office was cooling towards the inquiry (Exhibit Y (15), P. 134). The report of
9th October refers to a possible change in police attitude and that "the information
~nspector Dixon initially, concerning the American background was, according to McNeill outdated and not applicable to the present set of circ'umstances."
It was added that both Ballard and McNeill are:

~
!<

". . . now of the opinion the initial information . . . conceniing Bally
Mafia influence was outdated at the time it was furnished to them and entirely
-} hearsay with no proof forthcoming, allowing of course for any fresh- informatiOn
which may have been obtained by Inspector Dixon during his recent trip. They
claim they have been unable to find any proof of Mafia influence in the course
of their inquiries in ... (N.S.W.)."

.,
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It was added that they claimed that the case against Bally rested on Catena and
Green being shareholders and that Catena was bought out in 1965, and Green in 1970.
It went on to report that approximately 80 clubs had been investigated by State Police,
and that to date no evidence had been obtained indicating malpractice of either Bally
or Arcadia, that there was no evidence to substantiate prosecutions, and that any
breaches discovered was minor breaches of the Companies Act.
McNeill's unjustifiable conclusions on Testa. Commonwealth Police Reaction
201. Reference was also made in the 9th October letter to Testa and said in
effect that McNeill had spoken to a named person who had now told him "the right
story about Testa" which shortly was, that for a series of innocent reasons he was in
Hong Kong. came to New South Wales for a holiday. and, as it were, quite accidentally
met McPherson and the other persons with criminal records. The, report says this

\

explains how _McPhe!'son _qui~e innocently met Testa and beca~~._!!ienc!~?E.~_tha~-as a
result of the conversation ~c'Ne~DOW-ortlieOpiiii""cfiflesta ts a normal sort oTa

,.

fellow who in all probability visited"'Aiiilrit11a0ii"alloilday. with no ulterior motive"
-ana--·that MCNeTiraaiineatliis was true as his mfonner would not lie, and that fie
rejected the Tomlinson information from Chlcago sources that Testa was "a psychopathic killer". McNeill's informer referred to has been disclosed to me and is
connected with the group of criminals whom Testa met. Having in mind the members
of this group and_ the Commonwealth information on Testa from inteUigence sources
(perhaps aided a little by that supplied by Tomlinson), one can only share the obvious
dismay of the Commonwealth Police at the ground McNeill found sufficient to reverse
the former view concerning Testa. It is typical of McNeill's arbitrary rejection of
significant material upon some ill-based conclusion, so often apparent in the course
of the police inquiry. It bears some similarity to the basis on which McNeill rejected
the information concerning the Double Bay meetings in the way discussed at the end
of P. 195. It is a type of arbitrary decision, which is so frequently found, where the
source or even a source of the information is the Commonwealth Police. This is borne
,out by McNeill's conceit of his own Superiority and his denigration of the Common~
'wealth Police, as appears in his evidence later to be referred to (P. 205). McNeill's
attitudes concerning Testa and Double Bay appear to be similar to that which, without
fresh material of substance, just reversed the earlier conclusions based upon the
Commonwealth material concerning the Bally affiliations and just discarded the knowlledge that in the English defamation action there were proven Mafia affiliations of two
directors of Bally and that the president of Bally had made damaging admissions.

I

McNeill's views on 9th October, 1972

202. Three things emerge from the Commonwealth letter of 9th October, 1972.
The first is that by 9th October McNeill probably had and was making no secret
he had the kind of views, which became the foundation of the last report. The criticism
earlier made concerning this reversal of views remains, but this letter rather supports
a conclusion that McNeill probably in fact held them. The second is that the existence
of these views, before many of the records of interview, rather confirms that, as
/indicated elsewhere, such interviews in the last few weeks were not really earnest
I( inquiries but the attendance to a formality upon a conclusion already come to. It also
supports the view, expressed elsewhere~ that McNeill was quite disinterested in receiving any further information from Commonwealth sources on the lines of the earlier
material supplied, whether it was of the intelligence type or provided from the
defamation action.
Commonwealth Police Reaction to McNii/l

.
203. The third matter is that the Commonwealth Police had reacted to McNeill's
I \.change of attitude. It seems they were and had been suspicious of the bona fides
of the change, no doubt due to the earlier events recorded in their running sheets,
1 including the Rooklyn-Saffron report and the accompanying reference to a change of
I police attitude. The extraordinary reversals of attitude by McNeill on so many
t matters would encourage this view. The adverse reaction is apparent by the well
deserved Commonwealth terms of reference to McNeill's attitude on the Testa matter.
The Commonwealth Commissioner would have received this letter at about the same
time as Dixon had his call to Ballard, which Ballard secretly taped on McNeill's instructions. After this conversation there was probably some change of attitude of the
Commonwealth Police, perhaps at the Commissioner level. It can be inferred that
in view of McNeill's attitude concerning past material from the Commonwealth, Dixon
did not follow up his telephone call but composed the detailed report to the AttorneyGeneral and the short letter of 8th December, summarizing the matter relating to Bally.
The summary was accurate, but the detail was omitted. It is not unlikely that the
course of events caused the Commonwealth Commissioner to be disinclined to show
the same trust of McNeill as he had with the earlier 18 (or 19) page document.

I
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This approach would also be dictated to a degree by the sensitivity of the
overseas sources of information. The pattern in America is that in some of the State
police forces there has been such corruption that Federal sources win not trust them
with intelligence material. American Federal information sources would be inclined
to be reluctant to pass some information to Commonwealth sources, if passing on to
State sources were in contemplation, particularly if lack of security appeared on other

occasions.
For this reason it was unfortunate indeed that photographic copies of a copy
of the confidential Commonwealth document (the 18-page document) sent to N.S.W . ../
Police, cOntai~ing ..~Onfidelliial intelhgence matenai, found thetr way mto press files.
It is clear the copies were of a copy received by the N.S.W. Police. It is outside my
terms of reference to determine how this happened, even if it were possible to determine.
However, these.serious security breaches must have ill-effects upon Commonwealth and
State intelligence relations and Commonwealth and overseas relations.
Despite some pretence that there was no difficulty in Commonwealth-State
intelligence relations, it is apparent that at least in the field of McNeill's inquiry by
early October they had substantially broken down. I think this was due to McNeill's
attitudes and inconsistencies fairly reported in the letter of 9th October, 1972.
What contemporary material shows on McNeill's attitudes

·

204. The contemporary material establishes that McNeill was originally
genuinely concerned and enthusiasticaHy pursued the inquiry. It also shows that
by some time before early October he was openly expressing a change of attitude.
\ The contemporary material points to this being his attitude in fact. There is some
indication of this change commencing in August, perhaps after the second report. If
he did so change then, for the reasons which have earlier been stated, he may be
criticized for the change and for the term of his reports, but if he had in fact so
changed, then, whatever he did, was not done in the course of some corrupt or deliberate
attempt to cover-up- that which he believed established the existence of or related to
organized crime.

I

The explanation of events; McNeill's attitude

205. The question still remains if matters are to be explained by a change of
view and not a corrupt cover~up, how, consistently, are the many contradictions to be
explained and how is the extraordinary change of view to be explained. There is an
explanation in my finding which does no credit to McNeill but negates an attempted
cover-up. Matters can only be explained by McNeill's inability to handle this inquiry
and certain of his personal characteristics.

'
..

McNeill exercised strict and dictatorial authority over the men under him.
·/r1 Things
Werf!D.Of done until he said so, and then within whatever limits he directed.
He was somewhat of a law unto himself. If what police instructions provided on
documentation was inconvenient, he could wave it aside. It was his judgment alone
that counted. It was not to be questioned, but unfortunately it was often unsoundly
~ based on whim rather than logic. His conceit, it seems, led him to the view that he
could determine many matters by some shrewd intuition, born of superior police field
experience. It led himbadly astray, when he had to deal with Americanstyle orzanized
~t:ime in reliitiofl-io" Iegitlffiate- bustness~-uie- op~~:a:fi:Q!i~OtFlii~ hi=Was· iUbSta.Uti.allY-Jgno_rant _ and __ o,f w)J_ich he_ was not prepared to inform himself. He was a little contemptuous of dedlldive- rea:SOilillg- iii- p·orrce·worK:--treConsidered he could detertnine
some matters without investigating them, by relying on his judgment as to how people
would act instead of investigating how they were acting. He was contemptuous of
the use of intelligence material and of the systems which record and sift it. Being
! ~- conceited as to his own superior abilities and being dictatorial, he felt free to just
reverse prior views for no logical reason without any new solid facts. All these
?haracteristics are ~pparent t~.me and again upon an examination of what occurred and
\ m the course qf hiS own evidence. If there was no corrupt attempt to cover~up, the
'. decisions and inactions of McNeill and his changes in attitudes and reports can only
be accounted for by such characteristics.
1

l

l

McNeill's attitude to himself and the Commonwealth Police was evident at
many points in his evidence. Thus after he had been asked some questions which
led him in a condescending and belittling way to refer to the Commonwealth Police
and their function, he gave these answers to counsel for the Commonwealth Police:
r::::

"Mr MARTIN: Of course, these particular policemen you have just been
about are officers of an intelligence gathering section of the Commonwealth
Police?-That is what they refer to themselves as.

-~asked

Q. It is not just they, it is their department?-That is said to be the function
of their department.

'":(
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Q. You have some doubts about it?-I doubt very much its worth.
Q. What you called yourself yesterday was a field detective.
Yes. Your Honour, if I may just explain this.

Is that it?-

Q. Yes, certainly?-! am due for promotion to detective inspector any day
and when I am promoted at 51 I will be the youngest inspector in the New South
i \ Wales Police Force. I chose to stay in the type of work I am in rather than to
\ · switch over to administrative work so that it can be fairly said that I would be
~~~.-~ost experien~ed field dete:_tive in New South Wales and in the Commonwealth."
'j
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McNeill's attitude to intelligence material

!

206. He belittled intelligence material and showed that, despite the fact that he
was investigating theinfiltratior>._ of U.S. style crime into N.S.W., he had made no real
attempt to inform himself from U.S. and other materia) concernin its mode of
.oPeration. He had no Idea of the wor 0 recor mg an co atmg material, if it did
not constitute strict legal proof. He had no idea of the considerations, to which I have
earlier referred, in relation to organized crime and its association with or infiJtration
into legitimate business and the dangers of asserting positively its absence. if there is not
legal proof of actual crime committed by actual persons. Although he was in· charge
of this large group of men, who investigated over many months, and although the
Government and Parliament itself wanted to know what there was to be known
onceming infiltration of organized crime into the clubs, he did not know or would
ot accept that investigating the question posed by the headings of his reports and
eporting upon it to a Government (PP. J 14-6), called for a study of the likely methods
f operation and infiltration of organized crime, and aH available intelligence informa~
tion concerning it. He did not know or would not accept it required the use of their
brains and not their guns. McNeill armed himself with a gun and was contemptuous
\of intelligence material or intellectual study of the problem. He claimed there were no
facHities in the N.S.W. force to r cord intelli en type information. While this was
true to a degree, m ts he exaggerated. When he received the Commonwealth material
as to overseas intelligence information and, on local matters, when he received allega~
tions from them similar to allegations from his own sources, I think he was impressed
with the intelligence materia), as it was presented as a whole, and that initially he
accepted it, as a relevant step in his inquiry, as establishing the character of any wrong
done here on the part of the Bally organization and as pcinting to the probability of
U.S. criminals coming here within the business of Bally.

I

McNeill's dilemma as to first report

207. McNeill is now in the dilemma that either the final report covered-up what
was discovered and reported as established in the first report, or the first report
erroneously said he had investigated and had established matters. McNeill in evidence
asserted no investigation had been commenced and- nothing established. There are
difficulties in this assertion, particularly the positive assertions concerning the Motor
Club and the Baily secret commissions. However, I am not prepared to reject this
assertion as an explanation of what occurred. It has some serious consequences for
McNeill. It means that in 6 months he had done no actual investigation, but only
collected allegations and falsely said in the report he had been "engaged for some
time ... on inquiries into allegations", and falsely wrote a report as to actual findings
' or conclusions which misled the Premier (P. 68).

,
I

First report misleading: Reasons

208. It follows that, for reasons that do not appear, he had let time go by until
late June wi-thout starting his real work of investigation. It may.. have been there was
some good reason, such as other duties, or, it may be, he had no satisfactory reason.
It just does not appear. However, questions of organized crime in the clubs had been a
matter of assertion for a long time and the press publicity was strong from April
onwards. .J!fcNeill initiated the matter and was put in charge of the inquiry from
\ December, 1971, and had either done _no investigation by 28th June, or at most
nad made some unrecorded investigation by himself. The matter was of intense public
concern. It was a matter of Government concern and questions were being asked about
it. The allegations were most serious and of the type, where inquiries should not be
deferred. McNeill's explanation means that, despite the serious allegations, no investiga~
tion was done for months after the subject came under considerable press and public
notice. When a first report was pressed for, being a report, which he may or may not
have known would go to the Premier, it can be inferred he was not prepared to admit
he had done nothing. The characteristics, earJier referred to, would not let him do
that. Moreover the same characteristics led him to base his report, where he had done
no inquiry, upon the Commonwealth notes. and at the same time not to acknowledge
the source. except in an ambiguous obscure clause, so the reader would naturaUy read
the report as though McNeill and his men had made real progress after real inquirv.

;

\
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The same characteristic was to lead him in the second report to report the Common~
wealth material to the Commonwealth, without acknowledging its source. It had !he
appearance of his work. Reference in the first report to the raids on 28th June would
not suffice, because more time was needed to examine the records seized. So that
f report was written. based on the view that the U.S. intelligence material showed the
· background, and falsely referred to investigation and findings not then made, but based
on !he expectation that some of the allegations would be established. It is probable that
McNeill believed these matters would be proved.

I

l

Final report misleading: Reasons
209. The last mentioned attitude persisted for a time but, for the reasons I
have earlier discussed concerning the likely difficulty of collecting evidence of
organized crime if it existed, it was found that hard evidence, . particularly of the
violent type crime which McNeill rather expected, was not forthcoming. As stated
elsewhere, he had no real appreciation of the difficulty he might encounter and the
small indications he might have of infiltration of organized crime, within a legitimate
business, seeking to expand its operations. He had no real appreciation that he would
be unlikely to find evidence in company or club books. In the result, while the police
would have been wrong, if books had not been looked at to some degree, too much
time, emphasis and effort was concentrated on this inquiry with little chance of
success. On the occasions when there were significant pointers they were not appreci~
ated or followed~up. The result however, was that little or no hard evidence was found
of any crime.
Knight appears to have had some association with persons inquired into, or
came into too friendly a relation with some such persons. Either because this lessened
his purpose and intent or because of lack of ability in respect of this class of inquiry,
or lack of interest, the inquiry was ineffective and half-hearted in respect of persons
such as Dean, Riley, Raymond Smith, Abrahams and McPherson.
However, the fact was that no startling evidence arose which could lead to a
seecta,cular arrest. When there was some evidence or relevant material, it was not
quite the kind McNeill bad expected. There was material, which indicated that
incidents of a criminal nature were probably occurring, but legally admissable evidence
could not be obtained, because of the reluctance of persons to come forward to tell
what they knew. McNeill refers to such matters in earlier reports. In addition to such
indications, there was located other material which fell short of admissible evidence,
but which pointed to criminal or ·improper conduct in the club industry and which,
taken with other material, pointed to links with organized crime being involved. For
reasons earlier indicated, it was relevant to report it fairly and frankly, having in
mind the scope of the police inquiry already discussed in PP. 121-2.

..

It is apparent that a time was reached, when McNeill realized he was not
getting the evidence which would enable him to charge some dangerous or even any
criminal. It must be inferred that then his interest in the inquiry changed. It may
have occurred between the second and third report. But then, just as he over-reacted
to the first material and issued a misleading report, so again he over-reacted to the
material ultimately before him and issued a misleading report in the opposite direction.

; \.
By the time he reached the final report he went out of his way to negative
, everything. Although the misleading form of the first report was entirely his responsi\ bility, there are many indications that he vindictively blamed the Commonwealth
Police and his own informers for misleading him. In the final report, in unfair terms,
1
. he attacked their information and described it as worthless or biassed, when most of
it could not possibly be so described. It was the reaction of the man, revealed by
the passage in his evidence above quoted (P. 205), who fell into error in his first
report and who had had his original enthusiasm fired, not through their fault, bul"ilis
own error. He ascribed to his informers a general description, which could only mean
that they were biassed persons, who gave him false information in aid of their trade
war. Further, he made unqualified quotations of assertions as to Brady sending anonymous letters, a matter not inquired into by him and, on police scientific examination
before me. not confirmed. He made unqualified quotations of assertions, not investigated by him, that Brady had employment in the poker machine industry and hence bad
a bias. He said all the allegations emanated from a trade war, when many of the
allegations he received were unsolicited and upon the police seeking out the persons.
Many of the allegations, on any view, were neither made by trade competitors nor
Jl. originated from them.

I

.
I

Final report misleading-effect of McNeill's attitude to Commonwealth Police and
Material

·\i· o as" worthless
·} 210. Inor effect,
he described the earlier Commonwealth intelligence information
unreliable, but had not so regarded it in his first report and had not
.
\

.,

so regarded it in his second report, after he had seen TomJinson and Rooklyn in the
taped interview. There was no fresh material which could justify the change. As the
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Commonwealth letter of 9th October shows, he had changed his view before the record
of interview was had with Rooklyn which, anyhow, was only a formality. There was
no new material at all to cause a change. The explanation appears to be that, when
the hard evidence was not forthcoming be became resentful of the earlier Commonwealth Police material, both American and local, and blamed them generally for his
first misleading report. His final report and his evidence before me displays resentment
against the Commonwealth Police and unjustified contempt for their information.
This attitude seems to have progressed in the course of his inquiry, but a pre-existing
prejudice is obvious.
His final report is a mixture of vindictiveness against his original informers
and the Commonwealth, and a desire to complete the investigation for ever, so far
as he was concerned, as a matter_ in respect of which there was no substance whatever.
He wrote down what had been ascertained until the report was entirely negative. He
either had no interest or perhaps no ability to have written a report, such as the
Government should have received based on the police inquiry, inadequate as it was,
indicating the lack of evidence to prove criminal charges, but warning of the real
indications of a business (Bally) connected with organized crime and of persons,
appearing to be engaged in crime, moving into or being likely to move into the club
industry.
He apparently did not foresee what would ha en if the re orts were ut
e ca e upon to exp am w at happened in an inquiry sue
together Or t at e wou
as mine. When he was confronted with the contradictory material and other suspicious
happenings, he added to what had earlier occurred, by giving untruthful evidence as
referred to in P. 212. It is apparent that his attitude to the Commonwealth material,
demonstrated in evidence, explains not only his final report, but his disinterest in
having material from Dixon before completing his report. He ignored what Dixon bad
said on the tape and he did not worry about the English transcript in their possession,
because he regarded matters as complete. He was really disinterested in receiving any
further Commonwealth material or to ask for it. In any event, additional material
would ouly have complicated his negative report. I think the course he took in the
Double Bay matter was dictated, to a degree, by his view that Sloss would not be
involved but also because it originated from the Commonwealth Police (P. 195).
He was really disinterested in what they said or concerning the reliability of their
informer. Before me he was unaware of their information.
Personality and Inability of McNeill to handle Inquiry. l:.Xplanation of what occurred.
Not an attempt to "cover-up".

\

211. The conclusion I have reached is that the personality and inability of
McNeill to handle this inquiry is really the key to what happened. While some
suspicion must remain in relation to McNeill and Term 2B because of the pointers in
that direction and because on any view MoNeiU has not really explained the terms
of the final report, it think that the explanations I have given are to be preferred to a
positive finding under Term 2B. I think, on the whole, these explanations should
be accepted, and I do accept them, as the clue to what had the appearance of
being an attempt to cover-up within Term 2n. This conclusion is aided by some other
considerations. So far as inconsistency of reports points to an attempt to cover-up,
this is lessened by the reports. the running sheets and records of interview being a
matter of record. A cover-up would be more likely to be found in not recording, or not
inquiring or explaining away earlier undesirable reports.
To arrive at this negative conclusion on Term 2B in the face of appearances,
deep inquiry was called for and, damaging though the explanation for what happened
may be, it was important, particularly, where questions of organized crime were involved,
that there be full inquiry and the exact explanation bluntly stated.
McNeill's credit

.\.
l

2l2. Although 1 have earlier referred to the matter of McNeill's credit, 1 have
deferred giving my reasons and conclusions until now, because its determination
depends upon a view of McNeill's evidence and reports in relation to the inquiry
as a whole. In turn. his credit has some relation to some decisions as to the probable
truth of what occurred. I am led to the conclusion, upon a survey of McNeill's
testimony and the reports composed by him, that I cannot accept his testimony, except
where it is supported by external probabilities or other acceptable evidence. ijis
t;,vk!~P.-9L~~U!Q patently unreliable at so many points, that I am forced to the conclusion
that the falsi of much of his evidence is not b mistake but at least at some oints,
is knowingly. His cr it suffers at the outset, by the terms of the reports he compose .
These reports were, to his knowledge, of great importance and for the information
of Governments. It was an occasion when accurate and truthful reports were essential,
yet many parts of the first and final reports were false and misleading and were
inescapably so to his knowledge. In the last report the practice was discernible, time
and again, and always in the same direction, to give events a twist or complexion to
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procure a desired result, without regard to the inaccuracy produced. The same
pattern occurred time and again in his evidence, where events or conversations were
given a twist in favour of a desired result, although obviously in the face of the
objective truth or other testimony. Often lack of memory, hard to credit, was asserted
in the fact of the prospect of awkward questions, for example, in the Rooklyn meetings.
On occasions, where there was not room for mistake, his evidence was in direct conflict with witnesses I accepted or with inescapable inference from contemporary docu·
ments. By way of example, I considered some of his evidence as to events and his
state of mind in relation to the Rooklyn meeting, the •Double Bay meetings, page 19
of the Commonwealth notes, the tape of Ballard's conversation with Dixon (p. 132)
was false to his knowledge. There are also many parts of his evidence, where there
is a grave suspicion that it is false, such as his claimed loss of his two diaries from
separate causes and his claimed lack of memory as to the source of the statement and
on the matter of secret commissions concerning Bally machines in para. 21 of the
first report and para. 10 of the second report.

The case concerning Knight; the deal with Rooklyn
213. The finding regarding McNeill partly solves questions concerning Knight
and Term 2B. It does, to a point do so so far as the actual terms of the report are
concerned. The difficulty remains concerning Knight's involvement in dealings with
Rooklyn and the SSJ investigations. >Except for Knight's signature on the final report,
unjustifiably exculpatory of Bally, he does not appear to have played any central part
in the Bally side of the inquiry.
The matter of suspicion, as to failure properly to inquire and/ or report by
Knight, relates particularly to SSJ, Riley, Dean, Abrahams and the entertainment side
of the inquiry. The Rooklyn private dealings do not, on the evidence, touch these
matters. Knight's dealings with Rooklyn, even the unsatisfactory testimony and concealment concerning them, still leave them as explicable, on the evidence, on the basis
of tentative employment or business arrangement with or steps toward employment or
business arrangement with Bally, because of its desire to have a police officer proclaim
the police findings and do so in the most favourable way. Knight has lied about this
matter and, in concert with Rookl n has covered up what happened. There is a
strong suspiCIOn that the negative terms of the nal report in relation to Bally was not
unconnected with Knight's acceptability to Bally. There was much concealment of
\ i these incidents anQ there has been the ·attempt to make the final report appear earlier
\ than it was and there is the pushing later in time of the Rooklyn-Knight meetings.
There was the luncheon with Rooklyn during bis formal record of interview, conducted
by Knight in negative form. There is strong suspicion that there was causal connection between Knight's agreement with }tooklyn, usii:tg a dummy, and Knight's
negative interview of Rooklyn and the final negative report on Bally. There are
indications that Knight implemented the agreement with Rooklyn and there are strong
suspicions be received benefits from the business dealings of the firm, of at least the
name of w~ owner. However, as bas been pointed out, the only
persons, who know what happened, also have an interest to conceal and they have lied
1 and concealed. The result is that there is suspicion, but no proof of consideration
to Knight for past favours in the form of an over-favourable interview and final
\i\ given
report signed by Knight. It is regrettable in the circumstances that I am left with
such a concealment of this transaction, which I have categorised critically elsewhere
in this report, that I can only state the position, as I ·find it, as one of suspicion but
not of proof of a finding adverse to Knight under Term 2B in relation to Bally .
. I

The Case Concerning Knight and SSJ, Dean, Riley and Others

'
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.
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214. The material concerning SSJ, Riley and Dean, gives rise to very great
:\ suspicion that Knight was attempting to cover-up, what he ascertained or not to uncover
cl,_ what be expected to find. Suspicion arises in this regard concerning Riley, particularly on the Morris matter. Knight certainly dealt too favourably and with too
little interest concerning Dean, Riley and Raymond Smith. If there was an attempt
to cover-up, it would be in the field of organized crime having regard to my observations c~ncerning Riley and Dean in P. 186. I will not even attempt to go over again
the deficiencies in this part of the inquiry. If there was not an attempted cover-up
for some unknown corrupt reason associated, say, with Dean or P..iley, what, happened
\ or did not happen, can only be accounted for by a view that the inquiry or lack of it,
1 as it concerned Knight, must have been due to incomQ.etence and lack of interest
1
" to inquire into the activities of persons with whom or with whose associates, Knight
was on too friendly a relationship. There is no direct evidence of a corrupt or
-;deliberate attempt to cover-up. The question rests on inference. Having regard to
the serious nature of the findings involved and the alternative inferences of disinterest,
lack of ability and undesirable over-friendliness with those whom he investigated, which
I do find, I do not make a positive finding as an explanation for these events and
omissions tli8t IGilghf illeinpted to cover~up the existence of organized crime.
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The case concerning Ballard

\

214. The position of Ballard has been referred to in P. 108, where the negative
answer to Term 2B is indicated. Several further comments only are necessary. As
already indicated serious criticism is open in respect to the handling of the Double
Bay meetings by the N.S.W. Police. Ballard cannot escape some criticism. I think it
really was McNeill's decision to discard the matter from the special inquiry. Ballard
did report the matter to his senior. It was the province of McNeiH to decide or
confirm action to be taken. It was McNeill's province to pass it on to his seniors.
The principal criticism of Ballard is that his evidence, concerning these events, is not
acceptable in some respects. The same criticism is open concerning his evidence in
some respects in relation to the Rooklyn-Saffron discussion with the Commonwealth
Police and concerning events foHowing his recording of his conversation with Dixon.
However, I have been left with the impression that the unreliability of Ballard's evidence
has arisen perhaps from an unconscious or probably from a conscious desire to support
his superior officer and, as it were, not "Jet the side down", an attitude in a police
officer which is open to criticism but which is perhaps understandf!ble. On any view,
whatever was said by Ballard concerning the Rooklyn-Saffron conversation, it demonstrates he was concerned at some lessening, or what be believed was a lessening, in
interest of his seniors to the extent of talking openly about it to persons with whom
he was liaising. Whatever was said concerning Saffron and Rooklyn he was disclosing
it for mutual purposes not suppressing it.

Answer to Term 2B
215. I answer Term 2B "No" and, hence, Term 2 as a whole "No".

Part VII.-Term 3
Term 3: Whether matters disclosed in the course of the inquiry into Terms (1) and (2)
provide sufficient reason to determine that the Bally Corporation of America or its
subsidiary Bally Australia Pty Limited, by its continued or future operations in
New South Wales, offers a risk of infiltration of organized crime into or in relation
to Clubs referred to in Term (1).
Cross References

216. A complete understanding of what is now said will depend upon it being
read with matters discussed in the Introduction (Part III), under Term 2A (Part V) and
under Term 2s (Part VI). As to the Introduction, particular reference is made to
PP. 7, 12-17, 19,22 and 30 regarding how questions arose concerning Bally in N.S.W.
and were in general terms dealt with in police reports and to PP. 46-50 in relation to
events leading to the introduction of Term 3. As to Term 2s (police inquiry), particular
reference is to be made to PP. 113, 116-122, regarding considerations concerning
organized crime and matters of proof, to PP. 124-34 regarding police investigations
of Bally, and to PP. 135-52 regarding the dealings or private meetings of Rooklyn with
McNeill and Knight, and P. 152 regarding Rooklyn's credit.

The "Matters" to he considered under Term 3
217. The umatters" required to be considered, in order to determine the
question asked, are those ...disclosed in the course of the inquiry into Terms 1 and 2".

This means that I should look to all the material, oral or documentary, which in fact
came before me in the course of that inquiry. The words quoted envisage· a decision
being made upon that material and not the setting up of a further or world wide
inquiry into Bally, unrelated to the kind of inquiry the police conducted or ought to
have conducted concerning Bally. The reason is that the concern of this State is not
to have such an investigation of Bally or such an investigation or trial of persons
connected with it, as would be more appropriate in the places where the particular
operations occurred. The concern of this State is to judge from the material here or
which comes or can be brought here, wbether there is a risk of the kind referred to
in the term.
The situation is akin to the inquiry an immigration authority might wish to
make, before admitting some persons to a country. It would be the function of the
country of origin of the person and not the immigration authority to try him if he
has been alleged to have committed a crime. The authority would look to the inform·
ation locally available and might supplement it with material, possibly voluminous,
sent from overseas. It might question the man but, whatever it inquired into, would
be to determine whether there was a risk in permitting the person to enter the
country.

J
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By the time this term was added, I had before me almost the entire material
concerning Bally, relating to Terms 1 and 2. A considerable volume was from overseas sources, particularly that which related to the affiliations, history and operations
of Bally outside New South Wales. This included intelligence information passed by
overseas law enforcement agencies to the Commonwealth Police, the transcript of
evidence of witnesses in the English defamation action, which included admissions
made by O'Donnell, the president of Bally America, some documents produced by
Bally upon request and the testimony before me of O'Donnell and Tomlinson, who
had come voluntarily from America and were questioned by counsel assisting me.
For the purposes of Term 3, the use of this material is not confined by any
rule or limitation, except that imposed by the processes of logical deduction, inherent
in deciding whether there was "sufficient reason", to determine that the risk in question
existed. For example, if the rule of strict admissibility of evidence in a formal trial
were applied, the extensive material in the English defamation action would have to
be put to one side, except to the extent any witness appeared before me and adopted his
prior evidence. To do so would be illogical, particularly for the purpose merely of
determining whether a "risk" existed. The two wealthy parties to that action extensively investigated the issues prior to the trial, fhen, with the aid of leading and skilled
counsel, exhaustively examined and cross-examined the witnesses.
The prima facie case of a "risk" notified to Bally
219. Despite the limitation in Term 3 of the examinable material to that
disclosed in relation to Terms I or 2 (see P. 217), I permitted Bally to call such
evidence, as they wished, to meet material pointing to any positive answer to Term 3.
I considered it necessary to do this, not only as a matter of fairness, but because I did
not think I could properly say, if appropriate, that the material already before me
provided "sufficient reason" to determine a risk existed, unless I had the benefit of
the party affected, having an opportunity to meet it. Accordingly, the procedure I
adopted, at the time the new term was announced, was to formulate and pronounce
the matters which appeared material to the risk, so that this pronouncement could
form a basis for any reply. This pronouncement, together with some comments, is at
T. 932-4 (and see PP. 46-9 as to the difficulties and reasons which led to the addition
of Term 3.) As it conveniently summarizes the prima facie material, most of which,
on final analysis, I have found of materiality in supporting my ultimate conclusion
that a risk does exist, I quote the central part of the pronouncement as follows:
"The material revealed to date in the course of the inquiry to which the
attention of the legal representatives of the Bally organization therefore is desired
to be drawn as prima facie calling for consideration under Term 3 is that which,
by concession or otherwise, indicates direct or indirect associations at any point
of time between persons reputedly connected ;with org"!'~~<l crime and the Bally
~orporation of America_ or a_!!Y. of its subsidiaries connected with the operation of

-any oftliem:~-~-- --

While drawing attention to the material as a whole in the foregoing context,
particular reference is made to the following indications:
1. Associations of Bally Corporation of America and various of its directors
or principal shareholders, but particularly, Sugerman, Green and Kaye, with
gangster~5! ~afia head G!tena. being associations either within Bally Corporation
o{ America or the Runyon Sales Corporation or the Irvine Kaye Corporation.
2. P_rovi§!<?JL!J_y___ _gatelll!~~~5Lllis business partners and associates....2L..A sub~
S.~~!!ti~_J?_a_!!_~L~h~---~-t!P-.!!t~Lt:or_ th~. _C!_Qnsott!!!.I!L!Yhich acgujxed the Baliv .C.nrporatian

of America.

3. Association of Bally Corporation of America, Green and O'DonneH
with the Runyon Sales Organization of which the founder was the gangster "Doc"
Stacher and of which later a director and shareholder was Catena.
4. Associations of Bally Corporation of America and O'Donnell with Green,
Sugerman and Kaye, long-term business partners and associates of Catena.

5. Business associations of Bally Corporation of America, O'Donnell and
with persons connected with organized crime in Las Vegas and with its
distributor Bally Corporation of Nevada, the owners or managers of which were
regarded as undesirable by certain American authorities.
Klein~

,,

6. Business associations of _Bally Corporation of America and O'Donnell
and Cellini, regarded by atJthorities-1n the Bahamas and United Kingdom as an
""" undesirable and J?a!l_~e_()_J~om those cOii-Iitiies·-·ana·- rep-uied·-to-oe -COiiDectecr with
.s; the ~ey~r_ ~~~~! . ~!lfia grmip.
_,_, ··--·-~ ·7. Association of Bally Corporation of America with the Jacob interests
subsequently found to be engaged, too, i":_~~sking in ~~-_:y_~gas. ·- ---··------ ·-·-·---~
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8. llusmess associations of Bally Corporation of America with its English
distributor Associated Leisure Limltedand Messrs Shack, "MarkS and Fine, who
had such association with Americall gangsters as appears in the course of the
English defamation action, either by their admissions or by the evidence of Itkin .
..

9. Associations of Klein, a director Bally Corporation of America, with
Cellini and the Colony Club as appears by concession or evidence in the English
libel action.

'

10. So far as it appears from the evidence of Itkin in the English libel
action, the association of Wilms~ a director and _~!!_~j~__!l).areholder of Bally Cor-

i:

./

poration of America, the !!!'!.~~.8!.!!.8 director of~ its Continental subsidiary_ and
business associate in his own right, with the Bally Corporation of America,, with
the CQ.rsican Fra~£i!~L~!:Q!hers, ~putedly leadi!lg continental narcotics smugglers
and distillers, and with a representative of Corallo, a leading member of tbe
Lucbese Mafia family and others."

The subject matter of Inquiry is Defined by the word "risk". The scope of the inquiry
concerning the risk defined and illustrated

::

220. The real subject matter of the inquiry is whether a urisk" of the type
referred to exists. A misconception, shared by several of the counsel engaged in the
inquiry and pointed out by me in its course, should be disposed of. The question
is not whether there is legally admissible or other evidence that in the past acts of
organized crime have been committed here or overseas. The presence or absence of
such matters has some materiality, but it is not the question posed. The question is
whether there is a <~risk'' of something happening from now on or in the futurenamely the "infiltration of organized crime into or in relation to" registered clubs.
To predetermine that a risk exists that a crime may be committed is quite different
from making, on criminal standards of proof, a cbnviction in advance of future guilt
or past guilt. The question raised is best defined by illustrations now to be referred
to.

221. A determination of whether there exists a risk of the hijacking of aeroplanes, by a particular group of people, about to or who have entered this country
as visitors, may not depend at all upon proof or lack of proof by positive or any
evidence of their plan to hijack aeroplanes or of past hijacking or even of any crimes
committed by any of the persons in question. If there had to be "sufficient reason"
to determine there was a risk, on the other hand, it would not suffice that there was
a theoretU:al risk that any overseas group might hijack a plane. The degree of satisfaction that there is a risk, sufficient to require some action to be taken, could be
expected to depend upon the gravity of the consequences, if the event at risk occurred.
If there were admissions, made by the persons in question, of relevant past associations
with a group of persons, who, on other information, could be reasonably shown to
be or believed to he planning or engsged in hijacking, then the view would certainly
be open that the group offered a risk of hijacking. If there was appa,ently reliable
intelligence information, without hard evidence to support it, this might on its own
suffice to determine that there was a risk requiring defensive action. However, if
the matter depended entirely on intelligence material, no doubt it would not be necessary
for a Government to appoint a special person to inquire. The Government could accept
or reject that material itself. If an inquirer did inquire and then assessed and reported
the risk, it would be the responsibility of the relevant Government instrumentality in
the light of the report upon the risk to detennine whether to exercise and the manner
of exercise of such powers as it possessed. For example} it might refuse the visas of
the persons concerned. If visas had been issued, it might cancel them. Alternatively
it might limit the activities of the persons concerned or might merely take better security
measures, concerning air flights, airports or procedures considered vulnerable. The
analogy between the example and the question under Term 3 is self evident. The
question in that case (as in Tenn 3) could not he answered by posing the different
question whether the group concerned had or could be proved in a court of law to
be guilty of some crime222. The second illustration is of an application for some type of licence, for
example, to conduct a gambling casino. If, say, the president of Bally America or the
Australian head of its wholly owned subsidiary or any other person sought such a
licence, it would be unlikely that the licensing authority would feel constrained to make
a decision to grant or refuse a licence depend upon whether it could prove the
applicant was a criminal. It might well take the view, on American experience in
Las Vegas or experience in the English clubs, that persons with no criminal records
may apply for and obtain licences, but the fact may he that the true owners or controllers well concealed will later be found to be gangsters. On an appreciation of such
possibilities the licensing authority might regard material establishing or even pointing
to past association of the applicant with gangsters, as posing a risk sufficient to refuse
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the application. The authority may well regard some onus as resting upon the applicant,
particularly where the authority is in possession of some adverse material, concerning
past events or associations. It may regard the risk as remaining unless, in some positive
way, it is demonstrated the past material can be safely discarded. The analogy between
this illustration and Term 3 is self evident.

A "risk" must be material
223. The question, posed by Term 3, then is to determine whether a risk as
defined exists. It must be presumed to relate to a material risk. If such a risk is
found to exist, it would be relevant for me to indicate the nature and extent of the
risk. These considerations make it desirable to make some appreciation of the context
and apparent purpose of the question and the apparent relevance of its answer to the
Government. My function is merely to determine whether there is a risk and, if it
exists, to define it and to report these matters. If a risk exists, as in the illustrations
in PP. 221-2, it is the function of the appropriate authority or the Government to
make a decision whether it will take some action and, if so, what action designed to
eliminate or minimize that risk.
The context of Bally's presence and increasing operations in N.S.W. relevant to the
materiality of any risk

224. The context in which the question is asked is that an _oy~~~~as corporation,
with an almost worldwide monopoly in its field, E!cept in th<: Un_i.ted _Kingd_()!!l_!!!!d
Australia7lias acquired, as its ~holl~wned subsidiary, an Au~tra.liJ!!Jl:!!-~Jilness and the
~ iji§iiOj)Oli~ti_.~.!!!:!.~~~~~J the fofnier AuStralian owner, operating in the Eastern countries
to the north of Australia and is sending to N.S.W. gambling equipment, for sale here to
be used for gambling purposes in a licensing situation. The present context is a
dynamic one of recen
l ration of Bally's business activities in N.S.W. and possible
future monopolistic extensions of operatiOns y a eovers or displacement of its
opponents. It is a situation involving considerable material pointing to affiliations of
this organization or its directors or executives with persons connected with organized
crime in America and elsewhere.
The context of Governmental power relevant to the materiality of any risk

225. The further context in which the question is asked is the background of
relevant power of relevant organs of Government, in the event of there being found
to be some relevant risk. A releval,lt risk is one of sufficient significance, prima
facie to warrant some action being taken or at least considered by the Government of
New South Wales. I am not concerned to examine precise existing powers, for
example, concerning licensing of poker machines or concerning takeovers because the
Government can be the initiator of legislation and if effective action involves Commonwealth co-operation or action it is open to the N.S.W. Government to deal with the
matter in conjunction with the Commonwealth. On this very subject matter, there
has already been co-operation between the Premier and the Senate and the Commonwealth and State Police Forces and the Commonwealth Police have shown interest in
and co-operated with my inquiry and had senior counsel present throughout.

Further context to materiality of any risk under Term 3: the vast U.S. problems due
to organized crime investment or influence in legitimate business. Questions
concerning meeting the risk here of importation of crime within U.S. business
are political. The need for knowledge of risk.

• J
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226. Action upon a finding of risk under Term 3 could raise questions
for decision of others of far reaching importance. To appreciate this is to appreciate
the context in which I examine the. question of risk. I return to the illustrations of
the immigration authority and the visa of the foreigner referred to in P. 221. If the
foreigner said "You must accept me, unless yoti prove by proper evidence that I have
committed a crime", he may find his statement rejected. He might receive the reply,
"You have had such associations with criminals in your own country. we will not have
you. The risk is too great that you are coming here to do their business." When the
U.S. gangsters invaded the clubs in England, when gambling in clubs was legalized
and they gained undercover control of some clubs, first they were thrown out of
England, but their associates still came to supervise their interest. However. they
too eventually were substantially stopped by exercise of the power given to the
,gambling authority. It was used to stop the entry into England of persons reported
through intelligence sources to be associated of gangsters. Decisions to allow such ·
powers capable of being used against persons on undisclosed intelligence information.
are made at the political level.

f;;,
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What is to be the position in a somewhat parallel case of the foreign corporaticn
coming here? Gangsters' entry into legitimate business in America is not new, but in
recent years there have been changes which may be of importance to crime m
Australia. Without entering into popular speculation as to the total sums of money
involved, it is generally accepted in America that hundreds of businesses of many
different kinds, including some large corporations, have been infiltrated, some taken
over, some indirectly controlled or influenced, and that very large gangster investments
are invplved. In recent times there has been a concerted attempt to identify these
businesses. Since the setting up of special task forces assigned to particular projects
in the field of organized crime there is responsible opinion that the position of the
gangster, even in legitimate business, is less comfortable in U.S.A. than previously,
and that there is or will be gangster interest in investment and activity within legitimate
business away from America, particularly in areas, such as Australia, with less
experience in handling organized crime.

,,
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If it is proper to restrict the personal entry or operations here of gangsters or
their associates from overseas, what is to be done, in the somewhat parallel situation,
where overseas corporations engaged in apparently legitimate businesses seek to come
and do business here or acquire local businesses, where there is reason to believe they
are or may be the subject of investment of gangster monies or be affiliated or associated with gangsters? The answer may depend upon an appreciation of the risks
involved. Such an appreciation will need, at the outset, an understanding of the varied
possibilities that undesirable or criminal activity may at some point of time arise from
or accompany the operation here of such a business. It will need an understanding of
the concealment of such activity by the devices of organized crime amL!be cloak of"
Jegjtimacy of the business. In the case of any particular business it will need knowledge and appreciation of the strength of the interests and affiliations of criminals
and the positive or less than positive indications of their presence. It will need an
understanding of the particular area in which the business operates and whether it is
vulnerable to and attractive to criminal activity. Thus, business associated with
gambling or cash transactions would be more vulnerable than most other businesses.
It is for governments to determine their general policy upon this important
matter and what should be done in particular cases. The question is probably a new
one, The political philosophy may depend upon the appreciation of the gravity of the
general or a particular risk.

Australia offers attraction for overseas investment. In the contexts to which I
have referred, Term 3 places upon me the important responsibility of informing the
Government whether any risk as defined exists in respect of Bally, and if so to define
it My dealing with the question, as it relates to Bally, may incidentally serve to draw
attention to the general question. However, the particular and general questions as to
what action, if any, should be taken are matters of Government responsibility outside
my province under Term 3.

The nature and methods of operation of organized crime within legitimate business in
America
227. It is organized crime operating within or in relation to a legitimate
business which is in question. Such crime so operating has some of the elements of
organized crime, operating in the illegal field. It is popularly accepted that U.S,
organized crime originated in the latter field in the "boot legging" days.
In the illegal field, a monopoly by a group was sought in particular fields, Such
monopolies were gained and protected by violence or intimidation. The crimes were
copcealed by violence against or intimidation of potential witnesses and by corruption
of public officials, including police and where necessary prosecutors or judges,
Monopolies were sometimes protected, by the bribed police being "tipped off" and
taking action against would-be competitors, Where the field of operation enlarged,
politicians were bribed to take or refrain from taking executive and even legislative
action in the interests of the expansion or facilitation of criminal activities.

Some purposeful counter-action was taken by zealous and honest Americans
by far reaching public inquiries and governmental and police action. Because of the
co-operation between the revenue and law enforcement authorities (unrestricted by
a ban on revelation of information collected by the revenue authorities), gangsters
were caught between the two authorities, Their_ difficul!Y was to enj()y "t~eir_illegat
f!l_~n_ie~ _~~ _-~ --~£~.~ ~~!r~~!~ . -t~ t~.e~! _~n~___ yet --~:?.?E!.J.?!. their~cal~-~.!.Ji~!!Ui_~<!.J.he
!..~~~!lU.~ ~-~f!O_tgn_t_t~~--Rather than supply mcnmmatmg mTormation to the revenue ·
authorities, they suffered imprisonment at the hands of such authorities, as did AI
Capone, who was otherwise free of conviction for the crimes for which Americans
accept he was responsible.
/

~· '

The entry of gangsters into legitimate business, at least in part, seems to have
been a counter to this dilemma of the gangster, A legitimate investment provided an
explanation for their standard of living. There was room for argument as to its extent.
The entry into these fields appear to have revealed to them new attractions, while still
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offering the opportunity to employ the methods used in the illegal fields. The new
attrac;tions, apart from aiding the tax situation, were that they were less vulnerable to
police action because of the ability to conceal such activities as were criminal behind
their respectable front.
They were inclined to seek monopolies in the fields they entered, either by the
use of their rt';ady source. of cash.. fn_>m illegal activities, which Cash ·was used to buy
or bribe their way to monopoly or by the use of violence and intimidation of their
business rivals O"r' their customers. However, this was not a necessary adjunct to their
presence. They might· be content to gain the monopoly by merely tough or unfair
business methods or to defer or not worry about seeking a monopoly. There might be
periods of. little or no criminal activity, or none that was apparent. The field of business

e·ntered by organized· crime was a wide one, but preference was shown for those
where, directly ~r.indirectly, cash dealings were involved. This enabled cash more easily
to be skimmed, directly or indirectly, from the operation, thus evading tax and providing the cash, or some of it, in aid of bribery, corruption or other uses in connection
with legal or illegal businesses. Entry is gained to legitimate business in a variety of
ways, some by trickery, against the WiShes of the owners, and some by straight investment of illegal riiOnies. Money was often provided when unavailable from legitimate
sources. Ownership was often concealed behind respectable fronts in apparently
reputable businesses.
Some American opinions concerning organized crime in legitimate business. President
Johnson's Inquiry. Robert Kennedy's views

228. The report of President Johnson's Committee under the heading "The
Challenge of Crime in a Free Society" (1967), in the section dealing with organized
crime, is of importance and some passages should be quoted. This is a work of
great importance, resulting from wide research by a highly qualified cross-section
of persons representing wide areas of opinion from Federal and State levels. It led
to important advances in combating crime in America. I quote:
"(a) Organized crime is also extensively and deeply involved in legitimate
business and in labour unions (p. 1).
(b) Because business ownership is so easily concealed, it is difficult to
determine all the types of businesses that organized crime has penetrated;
(and in this connection the report quotes 'using dummy fronts the
real owners of a business, the men who put up the money, never have
to list themselves as owners or partners or even as being involved in
any way in the business') (p. 4).
(c) Today, the kinds of production and service industries and businesses

that organized crime controls or has invested in, range from accounting
firms to yeast manufacturing. One criminal syndicate alone has real
estate interests with an estimated value of $300 million. In a few
instances, racketeers control nationwide manufacturing and service
industries with known and respected brand names.
(d) A legitimate business enables the racket executive to acquire respecta~
bility in the community . . . To succeed in such ventures, it uses
accountants, attorneys, and business consultant"', who in some instances
work exclusively on its affairs. Too often, because of the reciprocal
benefits involved in organized crimes deaHngs with~ the business world,
or because of fear, the legitimate sector of society helps the illegitimate
sector (and, it quoted from the Illinois Crime Commission. 'There is
a· disturbing lack of interest on the part of some legitimate business
concerns regarding the identity of the persons with whom they deal.
The lackadiasical attitude is conductive to the perpetration of frauds and
the infiltration and subversion of legitimate businesses by the organized
criminal') (p. 4).
(e) The ordinary business man is hard pressed to compete with a syndicate
enterprise . . . the criminal group always has a ready source of cash
with which to enter business . . . StrQng arm tactics are used to
enforce unfair business policy and to obtain customers (p. 6)."
Robert Kennedy, as Attorney-General, giving evidence before a Senate inquiry
in 1963 dealt with the operation of organized crime within legitimate business.
Included in his evidence were the following:
"(f) (After referring to 'shylocking' in loan transactions he said) What is at

'·

]east as disturbing. and far more insidious, is the increasing encroachment of big business men of rackets into legitimate business.
(g) Other racketeers have interests in a variety of legitimate businesses-

the garment industry, constructing, bowling alleys, liquor wholesaling,
real estate, juke boxes, vending machines, restaurants and others.
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(h) Top racketeers always deal in cash and there are innumerable ways to
conceal cash from the very best investigators. Secret numbered accounts
in · foreign banks, legitimate 'front' businesses of the kind I have
described, loan sharking-these are few of the methods. Another is
the 'skimming' operation, conducted 'behind barred doors, in which a
large percentage of the proceeds of so-called legal gambling is skimmed
off and then hidden.
(i) Law enforcement officials agree that entry into legitimate business in
America is continually increasing and that it has not decreased organized

crimes control over gambling, usury and other profitable low-risk
criminal enterprises.''

'I'

Professor Cressey, a consultant to President Johnson's "Task Force on
Organized Crime", in that inquiry warned of the dangers. After referring to methods
accepted as legitimate by which one legitimate business forces its smaller competitors
out Of business and establishes a monopoly, he said:
"By analogy, rulers of crime syndicates are beginning to drive legitimate

businessmen, labour leaders, and other· supporters of ideology of free
competition to the walL They have established by force, intimidation
and even more "legal" methods, monopolies in several relatively small
fields such as distribution of vending machines."
In the third interim report of the Special (Senate) Committee to investigate
organized crime in interstate commerce (The Kefauver Inquiry) (1951) in the section
dealing with infiltration into legitimate business it was stated that the Committee had
before it evidence of hoodlum infiltration in approximately 50 areas of business
enterprise. These were listed and included amusement industry, juke box and coinmachine distribution, manufacturing gambling equip~ent, Nevada gambling houses,
racing and race tracks, restaurants and night clubs, theiltres.
Under the heading "Juke boxes, cigarette vending machines and slot machines"
the following appear:
'"There seems to be a natural affinity of underworld characters for the
distribution of_ t~_ese_ machines.·- Tli{;- Coininittee-has-·Tollndihat 'juke boxes and
<;ig~l:!'i~_y_~gifing :_<i)i!£Iii:utioiL is .!J~uall~t_l:l".__fron!__employed bylio(jdlq!!ls-for
illegal distribution of pin baH and slot machines. Distribution methods, moreover, are often based on the use of muscle."
and
"Most of the nation's leading hoodlums, including Frank Costellot...~
j..ansky,Joseph Stacher . . . have been engaged in the distribution of juke boxes
-and sloCmachines." (p. 179)
There can also be quoted (p. 170-1):
..A gangster or racketeer in a legitimate business does not suddenly become
respectable. The methods which he used to achieve success in racketeering and
gambling enterprises are not easily sloughed off. Thus, evidence was produced
before the committee concerning the use of unscrupulous and discriminatory
business practices, extortion, bombing, and other forms of violence to eliminate
competitors and to compel customers to take articles sold by the mobsters.
Monopoly is the _key to biJl !DOlle~ in_ c_riJI!in!l!actjvity, It is als()~()UKh!....PY
mObsteis WhCll. they~~~~f_[~timate business. A racketeer whO has contempt for
the law and who enters legitimate business has no hesitation in engaging in blackmarket practices. This gives him a considerable advantage over a more timid
competitor and is one of the means whereby the racketeer can push such a
competitor to the wall."
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and
"There can be little doubt that the public suffers from gangster penetration
into legitimate business. It suffers because higher prices must be paid for articles
and services which' it must buy. This is the result of the monopoly which is often
secured and because of unfair trade practices frequently applied."
and

.,

"Finally, the___ publi~ suffers because the vast_economic resources that gangsters and ·raCkC-teers ·cooifOT- enahres-··theiii~ to- COiisolidate their. eCOnonlfC"kildPD1iticar·posmons·: Money, and partlcutarly ready cash, is powef --in any com-----·muiutY~-aliOOver and oVer again this committee has found instances where
racketeCfs' mOiley-·Jiai--beeii-·-usecttO--exercrse-TOfflifllCC- wttli' Feae·rai, State, and
local officials and agencies of government. An official who is beholden to the
mob for his election or appointment thinks first of his boss and only secondarily
of the people of the community that he must serve. The money used by hoodlums
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to buy economic and

politi~al __control

is also used to

indu~

public

ap~thy.~

comrriitiCC foulld that hOOOIUtnS;- behind- flie ·rroni-Ottheif respeCTiib1e~-enterprises,
cOiit"iiOUte -enormous ~-sumsto-·nuridfeOS of w_~Ij:!Jy causeS. While tne·-commiueein nO way wishes to reflect on the worthiness Of such caUSes, it has found that
hoodlum . contributions do tend to fool uninformed people and thus contribute

t~_~th~ _rer~~t!Q!}_~_orp~~~~_-vii_~!-~~ce."

· ·-

·
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organized Crime in Illegal Business Insulates and conceals the organizer. Parallel with
organized crime in legitimate business
229. A feature of organized crime is, first, that, in addition to using its devices
to protect from the operationof the-Iawthose who perform the illegal and criminal
acts for the- group, it provjQes special protection to those at the top who organize.
This protection is achieved by insulating them from the crime, committed at the
perimeter, by avoiding direct or identifiable links between the centre and the perimeter
and by procuring non-disclosure, by the imposition of a strict and violent discipline.

..

,
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These same elements occur, where necessary, when those connected with
organized crime, invest in or in some way infiltrate legitimate business. The identity
of
his part in the legitimate business may be concealed by legitimate
it would seem particularly if the revelation of his presence would
prejudice the business and hence his returns from it. With the use of well paid experts
and cash transactions, investigation of books, cheques or other documents will not
reveal the presence or influence of the gangster. His apparent absence or apparent _
departure from the business may not coincide with the fact. It is logical, but so far
as my reading goes, not much written of in America, that legitimate businesses with r.
criminal investments or influences, wishing to preserve the appearance of respectability 11
,~;.
of their corporation, will do as the gangsters themselves do and insulate the corporation i v,j/.
from the acts at the perimeter, by which it derives benefit. It is logical and in accord~ ' ( { .!
ance with the methods of operation of organized crime t~at such a successful corpora~
\ 't ,
1
tion, wishing to preserve its appearance of respectability will have its "dirty work" done
,
by its distributors or other groups apparently independent of it, so that if the distributor
or other group at the perimeter is exposed, because of some criminal or improper
conduct or association, the corporation at the centre will protest its separation from
and lack of responsibility for the conduct of its distributor. It may be, with the aid
of experts, its accounts and documents will demonstrate this separation, whether it
really exists or not.
·

1
·1

In the field of illegal business, the man at the centre can disown the man in the
str_eet:-W1}000es the "d1rty work" If the latter IS caught. The man at the centre takes
the· befietlfOftlie· workOrllie man m the street m various ways. By __ !!!}~~~ 1 ~1
logical that a business, criminally cont~olled or influenced,_ should PtJt itself in _a J?OSition :1
to disown its distributor !ii1(Ly~t Jill;:~ th_e ljeiiiifiCoCany doubtful or ctimifian!oif@ct ' i'
of the distributor. If it is found afterwards that, despite !lui- disownini,oerielifs are. ~
stllr'Jf6WTtlg6etWeen the distributor and the main business, or those connected with :
them, it may indicate that the separation and disowning is not real. I make this last·
comment because of its relevance to Bally's relations to its many distributors.

r

Increasing efficiency in concealment of organized crime in legitimate business
230. There is a body of opinion in America, apparently soundly based, that the
action of organized crime is becoming more difficult to discern, because of the more
efficient use of legitimate fronts operated by apparently respectable persons using impeccable accounting and recording systems. Some of these new skills have been attributed
~.· -~ - to the undollbte~- >lbilitie~ of M,eyer Lansky.

Logical bases for conclusions Concerning organized crime
231. The matters, to which I have referred in the foregoing paragraphs, pose
a great problem in the detection of the presence and the operation of organized crime
w:ithin or operating in association with or on the perimeter of a legitimate business .
On the one hand, it is a great fallacy to assert that its presence can be found to exist
or be absent, according to whether or not a crime can be proved by legally admissible
evidence to have been committed, or to have been committed on the responsibility of
the corporation itself and to be classifiable as organized crime. On the other hand, it
would b~ an eq.ually great fallac.y to arg~e that where there are only slight suggestions
of orgamzed cnme connected With a busmess, this proves that there is organized crime
of the most efficient type.
·

. '

•.

There must be a middle course and, if a Government is to be informed .so it
can arm itself with protective measures, it is legitimate to accept material which ~ould
not be admissible upon a criminal trial provided, as a matter of logic, it indicates a
"'su1ficient degree of probability of the aspect of organized crime investigated.
Questions concerning associations between gangsters and those who run the
business pose problems. Lawyers are disinclined to draw deductions from associations
for reasons which are obvious. There has been condemnation of the process of reasonin&
c

71106-115
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now referred to as "Macarthyism", so far as it deduces that a person who has associated
with a Communist could be inferred to be a Communist (or "fellow traveller").
Association with a known or reputed criminal, particularly _a leader of organized crime,
is an association of a different type. Persons of different political persuasions frequently
associate socially and in business. However, it is somewhat unusual for a respectable
businessman to be associated socially or in business with a man known to him to be
a hardened criminal. In an appropriate case an inference of some criminal affiliation
may properly arise, or at least an inference that there is a reasonable chance that there
is such an affiliation (cf. Consorting Act).
Matters and Material Relevant to Term 3

.I

'

232. For the purpose of Term 3, it is relevant to examine the history of Bally
operations overseas, in order to determine the likelihood that gangster money has been
invested in it or that it has or has had affiliations or associations directly or indirectly
with persons connected with organized crime. It is relevant to examine the operations
here of Bally, and its distributors. The material to be considered falls under the
following heads:
(a) As to matters outside N.S.W.:
(i) evidence before me includes admissions of various persons connected
with Bally;
(ii) transcripts of evidence produced to me setting out admissions made
by persons sufficiently connected with Bally to make them acceptable;
(iii) transcript of evidence which is acceptable as logically having some
weight and which deals directly with activities relevantly related
to Bally;
(iv) documents or copies sufficiently authenticated relating to relevant
acts or events concerning Bally or being Bally's documents; and
(v) reports, investigations and writings from authentic and apparently
reliable sources for the purpose of indicating American findings
concerning the methods of operation of organized crime and the
accePted connection of certain persons with organized crime.
(b) As to events occurring in N.S.W., material of all sorts, both oral
evidence and documents, which came before me under Terms 1 and 2,
to be judged by its weight in aid of deciding whether on the one hand
there have certainly, probably or possibly been acts done in New South
Wales in or in relation to registered clubs. by or in relation to Bally
which logically are relevant to Term 3 or, in the a1ternative, whether it
can be found that certainly, probably or possibly the acts in question
have not occurred so as to be logically relevant to Term 3.

Nature of Bally's apparent involvement with organized crime
233. Bally's apparent involvement with organized crime arises from:
I

· (a) The investment of money in Bally America by the gangster leader
Catena and his business associates.
(b) The associations of directors and executives of Bally America with
reputed gangsters or their associates.
(c) The _£_m_p12Y_~t. in connection with the bu~ine~s _of Bally, of reputed
gangsters or companies or firms with directOrS, sbareliolOefS ·or~-eXeC~litives
Who ·ire -reputea·gangsfCis.------·~-

The details of the above are apparent from the pronouncement set out in
P. 219. The above material may tend to prove that, by the nature or frequency of
involvement with criminals or their money, there is likely to be some criminal element
controlling or influencing Bally's operations. Alternatively, it may prove· that Bally's
opera'tioiiS --are so conducted that either its own business or business operations upon
which it is dependent, e.g. distributing, are such that, when it aids Bally, it knowingly
takes the benefits of operations conducted in a criminal fashion that is conducted
by or in association with criminals. Either conclusion would make it likely that business conducted in New South Wales by Bally or in connection with its operations
would he directed by criminals or influenced by them or that in New South Wales Bally
would employ criminals and take the benefit of their crimes.
Proof of past involvement with criminals
Inferences as to present·

234. Where some relevant gangster investment in or in connection with Bally
at some point of time is demonstrated to exist, the question arises whether it continues
to exist. A present situation could not well be proved, except by evidence of the
situation at some earlier time. If its prior existence is established satisfactorily, for
example hy an admission, the view normally will be well open that it has continued
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to exist and is still operative, unless it has been satisfactorily established that the
investment or connection has been terminated. Of course, the circumstances of the
prior event may be so remote as to provide no indication as to the present. Bally
has asserted the investments and connections have been terminated. If they have, it is
Bally who ought to be able to establish it is so. Counsel for Bally complained bitterly
that it was unfair that I should regard some kind of onus as resting on his client and, as
he put it, to expect them to prove their innocence, when the onus should be the other
way. This misconceives the ordinary logic which corresponds with the legal logic
concerning proof of present or future events. It also misconceives the nature of my
inquiry as discussed in PP. 220-6. It fails to understand that substantial admissions
were made in England and before me of deep past involvement with gangsters in
many and various ways.
Bally has countered this material with the claims, made overseas and before
me, that all connections with gangsters have been removed and that the past is now
irrelevant. If they do not satisfy me as to what they assert, then any present risk, to be
inferred from the past connections, remains. At least in this sense the onus rests on
Bally to satisfy me about their assertion and they would need to satisfy me positively
because, in an uncertain situa1ion, a risk must remain with a corporation with this
past history. A known defence of organized crime is to conceal the presence of its
operations and connections. In a situation where its presence in constant and recurring
ways has been demonstrated, one would need to scrutinize with care the outward
signs or claims of its disappearance, in order to determine whether the disappearance
was real.
The indication in the latest intel1igence opinions from America is that what
has been done has been in an attempt to "whiten" the company but that the criminal
influences remain. In order to determine whether a risk. such as referred to, exists
as a basis for possible Government action, it would be eminently proper to look to
and pay regard to and act on intelligence material from overseas in the way I referred
to in the illustrations in PP. 221-2. It would be proper in this report that I bring it
into account. However, I propose to put it to one side and base my decision upon
the other material revealed in relation to Bally. I omit it, conscious of the circumstance that it is still there to be referred to and, no doubt, available to the N.S.W.
Government upon request to the Australian Government when the details can be
examined and weighed, a course I do not undertake because of the confidentiality of
the material shown to me. It is my task, therefore, on the other material before
me, to come to my own determination upon the matter. It will be seen that the
position of Bally, as I will deal with, goes far beyond mere unexaminable intelligence
information. I now put that to one side.
Positive material before my inquiry concerning Bally

235. My inquiry has d~r~cj _eyidence or _;naterial.itL1he__ fo_rm of admissions of
O'DonueH in the English defcimation_aCt.ion and_Jhen, no doubt because this starting
point, was ·available, it has the admissions made before me of O'Donnell, Tomlinson
and the Bally America directors Klein, Kaye and Wilms. These are admissions which
connect Bally or persons involved in its operations with various criminals. The positive
material is there. The question raised is rather what inferences are to be drawn from
the whole evidence and how credible are tbe exculpatory assertions sought to be
made by the Bally directors.
History of Bally America

236. It is necessary to relate the hi§!Q!L!lf Bally__ America (a Chicago based
corporation) leading to the introduction of gangster money into iti--capffiii.-Tne
business which eventually became that conducted by .!J~IIy America, but subject
to various changes in the company structure and its name, ~-JP~!l-~!:l___E.__tj_~r to
)V()rldWa.r_!l,_b_LQ!!!1_ Maloney. It manufactured and sold amusement equipmentol'
various klnds, including giil.:.~.!Lmachines. In 194§.. 0'!?on'!~l be£illl)e a salesman and
from 1955 to 1963 was general sales manager with particular duties on the East Coast
of America, hut particularly New York and New Jersey, the then principal area of the
company's sales. He dealt directly with the various Runyon Sales businesses which
became the distributors for the company for the wiiOle-nistern seaboard, doing a
very great volume of business.

~~

The founders and early__ <ti!§~~9.rs_ of Runyon Sales W,.!!:.~~~rman, Green and
;>tacher. Stacher, or Doc Stacher, who had many aliases, was a well-known and leading
_R~~j~ter 3:ii0So acknowledged for many years. He operated in New Jersey and Las
Vegas. When about to be deported many years ago, he left America and has since
lived in Israel. When he left Runyon Sales, his place as partner and director was
taken by another notorious and ~eading !Jf!ster Jerry Catena, who on the death of
¥ito' (Don) Genovese, became the !i9j~ o lhe.J:imYll~...fumilx. the leading Mafia
family in America. He forms so important a place in this story, that I will refer later
to his criminal activities and reputation and to the awareness of the same by persons
connected with Bally at various times.
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O'Donnell dealt principally with Green, who became his close friend, and who
O'Donnell claims remains such to this day. Going back to those early days, O'Donnell was aware of the business partnership first with Stacber and then with Catena.
Upon the death of Maloney in about 1958, the company (then known as Lion
_Manufacturing CorporailOiiYwas in colmderable~liiiaficlii! difficulty and, over a perioirof time, the executors of Maloney proposed to wind it up but .2:J?2I!!l~ll.l. then a
temporary director, over a period of a year or so made strenuous efforts to find a
consortium to provide sufficient money to revive and take over the company. Eventually, in 12~3, the consortium acquired the company for $1,200,000. Two hundred
thousand dollars was provided by those Who 6ecamelbe"sharilioldei'S'and $1 million
was provided by way of loan at the instance of one member of the consortium, a
wealthy man by the name of ~-Jacob, who became a shareholder by his concession
company ;ED}£!!~ Corporation. The consortium consisted of_t~~- _g~~ups, each owning
50 per cent of the shareit:rn one side were _O'D()nnell, ~'!ll'!rm!!!h_ Green and Kaye
who put in $25,000 each, giving each 12! per cent of the shares. On the other side
were Emprise Corporation, Prince and Klein. These persons were introduced as
follo\Vs: O'Donnell went tO Sugarman and Green, the Bally distributors, and invited
them to join. They brought in Kaye and Klein. Klein brought in Jacob and Jacob
brought in Prince. In the following year Prince was bought out and Emprise Corporation and Klein, between them, then had 50 per cent of the shares.
In fact, !J1e $~_(),1)00 C<l_II_l!ibuted by Sugarman and Green bad been contributed
by theJlls_elves and Catena, all equally, so the Sliiires of Sugarman and Green were
held for· thellifee of diem. Sugarman died in 1964 and O'Donnell claims that then,
in 1965, be first became aware of the shareholding of Catena and that the interests of
Catena and Sugarman were then bought out by himself, Green and Kaye. Eventually,
in 1966, when some dispute arose with Jacob concerning the exercise of powers under
the voting trust in connection with the loan, the Joan was paid out and Jacob bought
out, leaving the principal record shareholders O'DonneH, Klein, Kaye and Green. The
first three were directors. Green was not, but sales manager. In 1968 steps were taken
to convert the company to what is regarded and referred to in America as a public
company, in the sense that there was a public offering of some shares. However, this
consisted only of 20 per cent of the shares, the control of the company remaining with
the principal shareholders, as it does to this day.

I

Bally today-siulreholdings
237. Of the present 5 million odd shares the holdings are approximately Klein
850,000, O'Donnell 640,000, Kaye 500,000, Wdms 500,000. Stock exchange values
have changeiibut have reached as high as U.S.$70 per share. On exchange values, the
values of the shares representing investments of $25,000 have changed in ten years to a
figure plus or minus $25 million. In ten years the business of these men has come close
to a 'NOrld !tlOn()P()ly.?,f its field of gambling machines and they have all become multi·
millionaires.
It is claimed that in .19} I a!I of Green's interests in Bally Amll~.lliiL
b()ught _out. It was said this was done to remove any possible detriment to the
company's reputation, having regard
The
relative proportion of shares held by
varied by
various transactions. There have been some
takeovers and expansions and
the parent company now has various subsidiary companies in many parts of the
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business which, with some
company name changes, became
Bally Australia and the former owner of the businesses later to be referred to in
Indonesia, Thaliand, Singapore, Hong Kong, Macao and the Phillipines, upon disposal
of aU of the same to Bally for shares and money in the order of 1§ million, became a
real'onabjy !1!!>!!~11\i!'JJJ!areholder in Bally America, ]Jut .JlQLJ!~_directQ;,He remains
manager of their Australian and Eastern interests.
Bally today: Its areas of monopoly

23 8. The operations of Bally involve the manufacture of poker machines,
pin-ball machines and other amusement and gambling equipment in America, Ireland
and Europe, and the sale of them in America, various island resorts of the world,
United Kingdom, Europe, the Middle East, Africa, and Far East and Australia. It
appears from documents produced by Bally, that Bally claims it has ..!LO~ __si&nifi~nt
competition in the areas in which it trades except in the United Kingdom and -6!!§tralia.
(It appears from its recent annual reports, that, where it is possible, Bally is changing its
~ness operation so as to_prQ~!"!;._f!._Shar.~_in .th~~ . P.:rofits of the operation of their
machines and that their expansion into these fields is remarkably more profitable than
sales.
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Catena--gangster and crime leader
239. Gerado (or Jerry) .Cate.'!_a_,__!la1i_beeg~QI sin;;e 1971. for refusing to
testify. As with most of the crime leaders of America, much of the history concerning
him must depend upon intelligence material and evidence and findings of various
Senate and other inquiries in America.
At this point, I should refer to another source of background information
available, which should be recognized to exist and to be of possible value, but which
1 set to one side in favour of better authenicated sources. This other source is not
written as fiction, but purports to b~ based upon the investigation of available material.
There is for example "The Green Felt Jungle" by Reid and Demaris ( 1963) which
purports to tell the story of Las Vegas including the part of Segal, Lansky, Stacher and
others. It relies extensively on the reports and evidence in various inquiries, including
the Kefauver inquiry, and on other authentic sources, but at times, tells the story
without reference to any or any authenticated source. O'Donnell in his English evidence
aCcepted that parts of the history of Las Vegas put to him as related in this book
were accepted in America as authentic (T. 1410-2). There is by way of further
example the book "The Mafia is not an equal opportunity employer" ( 1972) written
by NicP,olas Gage, who is described as an investigative reporter. It tells, inter alia,
the story of Lansky, Cellini and others, which at points where my inquiry touches
the same subject matter, e.g., Cellini, George Raft and the Colony Club, the author
is borne out. He also deals with Catena and some of his activities in relation to
legitimate business. An example is the business of Catena employing many salesmen
in the distribution of a detergent. One chain store declined to take it on the basis
it was inferior and overpriced. Two stores, at an interval of a month, were destroyed
or damaged by a bomb and a third demolished by fire two months later. Then two
departmental managers at an interval of two weeks were shot to death in their cars
and then a fire bomb demolished another store. No threat had been made. It could
all be co-incidence. Catena was brought before a grand jury for questioning and the
campaign ceased. No offender was found for any of the five burnt out supermarkets
or the two murders. :J instance thes:! two books, because they represent apparently
serious non~fiction accounts of the problems which beset America. I instance them
not to say they are or are not soundly based. They are there with hosts of other
similar literature. Much is obviously authentic. I acknowledge its existence, but set
it to one side for the purpose of resort to the more deliberate conclusions of duly
constituted inquiries or academic writings thereon.
It is convenient to refer first to the inquiry and report of the U.S. Congress,
Senate Committee, upon Qrgwized Crime and Illicit Traffic in Narcotics which com_Mar~,_l?~5. The
menced its sitting on.25\ll.Ji~!~!llber, 1963, and f<!£O_r~ed...o_n ±t!i_
report and evidence (in five volumes) is in the Law Library. Universi_ty of Sydney. and
was before me (P. 232 (a) (v)). These dates are significant, because it was in 1963
that Catena invested in Bally America, and it was the business (Runyon Sales) in
which Catena was a partner, which for years before and after 1963 was Bally's principal distributor. As will be seen his racketeering had been well known and publicized
for years before then and that after 1963 he progressed to the very top position in
New York in organized crime. On the opening day in Washington, D.C., Robert
Kennedy, then Attorney-General, as the first witness outlined the known history of
organized crime and the known leaders. It is obvious that there would be considerable
publicity given to the proceedings and particularly the opening testimony of the
Attorney-General. It would be hardly likely that what was said about Catena, would
not come to the knowledge of those who already knew he was a racketeer and had
dealings with businesses with which he was interested. Kennedy said:

"We know that while Vito Genovese is in Federal prison, Tommy Eboli is
substituting for him in New York and Gerry Catena is doing the same in New
Jersey. Because of- the power that GenOVese wielded within the organization and
the fear in which he is held by the New York organization, no move has been
made to take 'over the top spot while his appeal from a narcotics conviction is
pending in the courts; If Genovese stays in prison after his case is concluded
we anticipate a major underworld power struggle in New York."

t,

Much of the testimony was given by Valachi, an imprisoned member of the
Genovese family, and, at points, was corroborated by law enforcement authorities and
generally accepted by them. The committee in its report accepted the identification of
persons within these families including that Catena was the "underboss" and that he
_,~was active in the fields of gambling and "vending machines or juke boxes". Vito
Genovese, also known as unon Vitone" (it seems the person upon whom the novel
''The Godfather" was based) was the successor to Frank Costello and Charles "Lucky"
Luciano, as head of the Genovese family, the most powerful in New York. The conviction referred to was in relation to large scale smuggling of narcotics into America.
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After this Senate inquiry, Eboli was murdered, and on the death in gaol of
Vito Genovese, Catena succeeded to the head position, but in 1971 he too went to
gaol and i$ still there. Being in gaol in other cases (e.g. Genovese, Plumeri) has not
been inconsistent with continuing gangster authority. So far as my reading has gone,
it has not appeared Catena has relinquished his head position.
Valachi, in evidence before the Senate inquiry, stated there were some 500
members of this family. Amongst those identified (and accepted in the report) was
Vincent Alo ("Jimmy Blue Eyes") in the high position of caporegime. There was
evidence in the English defamation action of his presence and that of other American
gangsters, including Angelo Bruno, leader of a Philadelphia crime group. indicating
some involvement by them in the Colony Club in London, in which club the directors
of Bally's English distributors and one Cellini were involved. There is little doubt that
there was gangster involvement in this club and that Qel1ini__lY_a~ __ an o_perative in the
Meyer Lansky group. It appears that a function of Vincent Alo was to check on
other criminals to ensure that Lansky's interests were properly dealt with. He is seen
often associated with Lansky, e.g. in the reports of the Kefauver Senate Inquiry, 1950-1.
There is a body of responsible U.S. opinion that there has been some combination
of operations and interest between the Lansky and the Genovese groups over many
years. In any event, the Senate inquiry puts Catena and Alo in high position~ in the
same group, and the former is found in associations with B_ally America and the latter
it seems in association in London with the Lansky group and in that way with the
English directors of Bally's English distributor.
The history of Catena as given by the law enforcement authorities before the
Senate inquiry (see Part 4, p. 1019; and 916, 929) included the following:

"Criminal associates: Lucky Luciano and Joe Doto of Italy, Frank CostelJo,
Anthony Stralow, Michael Luscaro, Angelo De Carlo, Sam Accardi, Nick Delmore,
Charles Taurine.
Criminal history: (F.B.I. and other reference numbers). Arrests since 1923
include robbery, hijacking, bribing a Federal juror, suspicion of murder.
Business: Has interests in People's Express Co., Advance Vending Co.,
Runyon Vending Sales Co., Kooi-Vent Awning Co., all in Newark, N.J.

Modus Operandi: Attended Apalachian underworld meeting in 1957 with
other underworld members representing the interests of the underworld-controlled
rackets in Northern New Jersey. Used strong-arm methods to gain control of
vending machine industry in Northern New Jersey."
Catena's history as a gangster as is seen went hack for many years before 1963
and was known for his criminal activities and connections. He was referred to in
the Kefauver Senate Inquiry. In the second interim report of the Special Committee
to Investigate Organized Crime in Interstate Commerce of 28th February, 1951, Catena
with four others including Joe Adonis and Salvatore Moretti were referred to as 'underworld characters" engaged in a gambling operation in 1945-6 which nettrd Catena
$51,000 (p. 13) and, in dealing with gangs infiltrating legitimate business, instances
Catena and describes him as "a New Jersey mobster" ( p. 34).
The final Kefauver report (August 1951) deals with the domination of
organized crime in Northern New Jersey by Zwillman, whose place Catena later took.
The report puts Stacher and Catena in the forefront of his associates from early days
and includes as his associates Costello, Segal, Lansky, Moretti, Luciano and Adonis.
Catena is referred to as "a big time gambling operator" and "suspected front for
Zwillrnan". The following also appears:
10
he (Zwillman) maintains close personal contacts with
Catena is a hoodlum whose convictions include one for bribing
Nicky Delmore was tried for murder of a prohibition agent. In
Catena and Joe Adonis as partners received $120,000 from
esta-blishment alone"

Jerry Catena.
a juror when
the year 1946
one gambling

Reference was then made to large scale dealing of Catena within a legitimate
business (People's Express Co.) involving union teamsters manipulation (Final report
p. 65-73).
It is highly likely that the substance and perhaps the detail of this public
information would find its way into mercantile reports which included references to
Stacher and Catena in relation to a business operating in New Jersey.

Contribution of gangster money to Bally capital.
v

Bally's claim he was

ren~oved

240. As indicated in P. 236 (:'!t~pa contributed some of the original capital
for O'Donnell's consortium, but his shares were held by Sugerman and Green. Bally
asserts, in effect, that the matter is <i_uite simple, in that Catena was there without their
knowing, that when ODonnell found out be was there, he took steps to get rid of
Catena, because he was horrified to find that a gangster was a partner in his consortium.
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If this were all of the Bally story, one might regard the matter as an unfortunate
incident. which could happen to any reputable American company and is now of no
significance.

However, that is far_..from the whole or true~_There are many other
over _long .Pf!X_i_ods _of time_ between Catena and persons_ in positions of
contrOl jn Bally. There are -ffiariy COfiitadiCtOfY stories and soine faisf!bOods ·have- been
told by those connected with Bally concerning those connections and concerning alleged
disconnections from Catena and his associates. In the result, there is little credit to
be given to much of what has been said seeking to exculpate Bally and its connections
from Catena and his associates. If the horror at finding this gangster in their midst
was as asserted, it might be expected that prompt steps would have been taken by Bally
to rid itself of all business connections with Catena and with Green who foisted this
gangster, his own business partner, onto the consortium by the deceit of a secret
interest. It might also be expected that Bally would have severed connections with other
business partners of Catena and would have been vigilant not to have a1lowed other
criminals into the perimeters of its business operations. An examination must be made
of these matters in order to see the whole and real picture. It shows a picture very
adverse to Bally.
con~ctions

Runyon Sales: Catena's continued association at least from 1950 to 1971 as its
distributor. O'Donnell's knowledge. His presumed expectation as to how products
would be sold
241. Catena's first connection with the business of Bally was in the early
Maloney days when Catena was a partner in Runyon Sales. He replaced~!?~~ Stacher,
one of America's richest and most powerful gangsters. In America there have been,
and still are, from State to State, many and vaned restrictions on gambling and
devices that can be or are used for gambling. At times equipment capable of being
used for either fun or gambling is supplied and used for gambling in breach of the
law. At times 5traight out gambling equipment is used in breach of the gambling
law. This former type of operation was the subject of a recent indictment found by
a Grand Jury against Bally American, O'Donnell as its president, leading Louisiana
gangsters the Marcello brothers, Bosberg, the main Bally distributor in Louisiana, and
others, for conspiracy to ship gaming equipment across the Louisiana border in
furtherance of lllegal gambling. The Marcello brothers were discharged at an early
stage and Bally and O'Donnell were acquitted. The Bally agent Bosberg, pleaded
guilty. It was conceded before me the machines had in fact been shipped by Bally,
but it was said that the conduct of the Bally distributor did not reflect on Bally as he
was an independent distributor.
Returning to the distributor Runyon Sales, it seems highly likely that the
presence of Stacher and then Catena in the Runyon Sales business was more than
as quiescent investors. Catena entered legitimate business in this and the vending
machine field in the New Jersey, New York area. The field of operation of Runyon
Sales would be one where, in the placing of machines, the overcoming of opposition
and the illegal use of machines, the methods of organized crime within an apparently
legitimate business wou1d be ideal. With a notorious gangster such as Catena or
Stacher as a partner it would be leaving behind one's knowledge of the operation
of organized crime and one's sense to think it would not occur. As will later be
stated, I am convinced O'Donnell had, right back to the fifties, a fairly accurate
knowledge of Catena's criminality, but even upon his ultimate admissions of his knowledge in the fifties of Catena's racketeering connection and upon his later knowledge
of the 1963-5 Congress Inquiry evidence and findings concerning Catena, it is inconceivable that O'Donnell would not be well aware that gangster methods would be
used to promote Bally's products.

!,

In the fifties ~~H,y__waUg_Shicago, but its luE-~~~~~ ,outlet was Nt;:w Sen!~.
New York. This WaS one of the worst areas of organized crime in U.S.A. BaiJy's sole
distributor was a firm with a gangster director and a shareholder. In these years it
transacted...§.~l~_s.)n the order of $2 million annually, which, on then money values and
the then extent of the Bally business, was a major part of the Bally outlet. Even after
O'Donnell and others in Bally admittedly knew Catena was a Mafia head, his company
(Runyon Sales) still was the Bally distributor, although admittedly Catena remained
in it at least until he went to gaol in 1971. A manufacturing business such as Bally
succeeds only if it can sell its products. If it is to use unfair or criminal methods it can
be expected they will have to occur at the distributor level. If it knowingly uses a
gangster or his partnership to sell and promote their products it is likely it intends to
have them sold and promoted hy criminal methods. The parallel would be if Bally
mad~ M,cPherso_n itsJ-l~,W. __c:listEibtJ!()r, It would -be no-different if the N.S.W.
dlstrlbutor had a firm name with partners X and McPherson and Bally did not see
McPherson, when they went to the office but knew he was a partner or director. This
is exactly what happened to Bally products on the East Coast of America from 1950
until Catena, the Mafia head, went to gaol in 1971.

